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An Assessment of Readiness for Cultural Transformation

Is your organization ready for a cultural transformation?

To answer that question, complete the following assessment. Use this tool to assess
conditions in your organization. Circle a code for each problem listed in the le� column,
which corresponds to your perceptions about it. (There are no right or wrong answers in any
absolute sense.) Use the following rating scale:

5 = A Very Great Problem
4 = A Major Problem
3 = Somewhat of a Problem
2 = A Minor Problem
1 = Not a Problem (a strength)

When you finish, refer to the scoring section at the end of the assessment.
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5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

Your Perceptions

Awareness of Problems

Statements

Awareness of Problems Score:

The CEO of this organization is 
generally not aware of the possible
range of roles that HR does - and 
could - play in the organization.

Top managers in this organization 
are generally not aware of the 
possible range of roles that HR does 
- and could - play in the organization.

Supervisors in this organization are 
generally not aware of the posisble
range of roles that HR does - and 
could - play in the organization.

Middle managers in this organization
are generally not aware of the 
possible range of roles that HR does
- and could - play in the organization.

The CEO of this organization is 
generally not aware of how HR 
presently contributes to the 
organization’s bo�om line.

Top managers in this organization
are generally not aware of how HR
presently contributes to the 
organization’s bo�om line.

Middle managers in this organization
are generally not aware of how HR
presently contributes to the 
organization’s bo�om line.

Supervisors in this organization are
generally not aware of how HR 
presently contributes to the 
organization’s bo�om line.
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Cultural Problems Score:

This organization has a history in 
which HR tends to play a reactive
role, solving problems only a�er they
arrise.

This organization has a long history
of devoting be�er than average time
to the development of people.

This organization has a long history
of devoting be�er than average
funding to people issues.

Executives, managers & supervisors
are explicity rewarded in this 
organization for helping their workers
develop knowledge, skills and a�itudes 
that will help them prepare for greater 
responsibilities and/or a broader 
applicationof profesional abilities.

The CEO of this organization holds
executives, managers and supervisors
responsible for developing their 
people in preparation for possible 
advancements.

The CEO of this organization takes a
personal and active role in dealing
with people issues.

Executives in this organization hold 
managers and supervisors responsible
for managing people well.

Managers in this organization hold
managers and supervisors 
responsible for developing their 
people in preparation for possible 
advancement. 
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Scoring Section

Use the preceding assessment to help you determine how ready your organization is to
devote time and a�ention to HR transformation. Generally speaking, the higher the score in
each part of the assessment, the greater the need to concentrate your a�ention on that
issue in building support and readiness for action.

A score between 24 and 40 in the Awareness of Problems section of the assessment indicates
significant barriers to action in that area. If your organizational score in this section is between 
24 and 40, then devote your initial efforts to building awareness.

A score between 24 and 40 in the Cultural Problems section of the assessment indicates
significant barriers to action in that area. If your organizational score in this section is between 
24 and 40, then devote your initial efforts to surmounting the cultural barriers
standing in the way of acceptance for HR transformation.

Action Planning

Do some brainstorming on the most important problems that need to be addressed. This is
necessary to get your organization ready for an HR transformation that repositions the role
of HR in the organization. Make notes in the section below, writing it in the form of a to-do
list.
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Ed is the Talent Transformation Expert for businesses looking to achieve 8 figure growth.  He delivers 
captivating, high-energy keynote presentations that challenge the traditional model of HR and pre-
pare decision makers for motivating their people with a win-win strategy. 

In his career, Ed has helped over 250 clients, including Fortune 500 companies, achieve talent and 
culture transformations. As a result, audiences value Ed’s deep understanding of the employee/em-
ployer dynamic and his ability create a connection with them right away. On stage, he provides prac-
tical approaches, tools, and relevant stories to inspire action. 

A speaker, trainer and coach certified by The John Maxwell Team; Ed’s topics bring a refreshing 
perspective on how to leverage what is commonly viewed as “people problems” and turn negative 
growth into business success. 

Ed is a member of the National Speakers Association, the Forbes Coaches Council, and a regular 
contributor to Forbes.com. He is the author of "Strategic HR: Driving Bo�om Line Results Through 
Your People".

When he’s not on stage or helping clients, Ed teaches at Millersville University. His first love is family, 
with golf vying for a tight second. If you do catch him at home, he’s likely cheering for the Notre 
Dame or Baltimore Ravens football teams. 
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